QUIK-LOK LIBRARY SHELVING ASSEMBLY

1. STAND UP TWO LIBRARY UPRIGHTS TO A DISTANCE OF ABOUT THE LENGTH OF SHELF SUPPORT BEING USED. TEMPORARILY MOUNT SHELF SUPPORT WITH EARS DOWN AND RIVET HEADS IN KEY HOLES ON INNER FACE OF FRONT POSTS OF UPRIGHTS AT ABOUT WAIST LEVEL FOR SUPPORT.

2. IF A BACK IS BEING USED, PLACE SIDE OFFSETS BEHIND POSTS SO BACK IS FLUSH WITH POSTS. OTHER OFFSET IS TO BE AT TOP.

3. TEMPORARILY PUT A SHELF SUPPORT AT TOP AND ONE AT THE BOTTOM TO KEEP BACK IN PLACE.

4. PLACE FRONT BASE BEHIND POSTS AND SANDWICH WITH A SHELF SUPPORT. TAP FRONT AND BACK SUPPORT UNTIL SEATED. PLACE SHELF OVER SUPPORTS AS SHOWN AND LOWER INTO PLACE.

5. CONTINUE BUILDING UNIT FROM BOTTOM UP WITH TWO SUPPORTS AND A SHELF TO DESIRED SHELF SPACING OF 1 1/2 INCH INCREMENTS. BE SURE TO SEAT ALL SUPPORTS.

6. EXTRA UNITS ARE BUILT BY USING COMMON "T" UPRIGHT AND EITHER ANOTHER WT OR A WL UPRIGHT IF IT IS THE END OF A ROW.

If you require assistance during assembly, our Customer Service team can help you! Email custserv@demco.com or call 800.356.1200.